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ABSTRACT 

PI pz 

This study explores the difficulties encountered when using conventional nanoindentation 
techniques to measure the Young's modulus and hardness of hard films on soft substrates. In 
general, the indentation measurement of fildsubstrate systems is affected by four mated 
properties: the Young's modulus and hardness of the film, and the Young's modulus and 
hardness of the substrate. For the particular case of a hard film on a soft substrate, the= is a 
tendency for the material around the hardness impression to sink-in which results from the large 
difference in yielding of the two materials. In this study, a 'model' system consisting of Nip on 
annealed Cu was used to explore the behavior. This system is interesting because the film and 
substrate have dmilar Young's moduli, minimizing the elastic behavior as a variable. In contrast, 
the hardness of Nip is approximately 7-8 GPa, and that of the annealed copper is less than 1 GPa, 
providing a factor of 10 difference in the plastic flow characteristics. Experimental results indicate 
that standard a##lytical methods for determining the contact depth, hardness and Young's modulus 
do not work &ell for the case of a hard film on a soft substrate. At shallow contact depths, the 
measured indentation modulus is close to that of the film, but at larger depths sink-in phenomena 
result in an overestimation of the contact area, and an indentation modulus which is less than the 
Young's modulus of both the film and substrate. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) provide critical details of the physical processes involved, and illustmte 
how the standard data analyses overestimate the true contact area. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nanoindentation is maturing as an important analytical method for evaluating the Young's 
modulus and hardness of monolithic and composite materials, including filmhubstrate systems [ 1- 
31. The technique is particularly useful in the study of thin films [4-81, since it is often possible to 
evaluate film properties without removing the film from the substrate. There is, however, an 
experimental limit to making practical substrate-independent measurements in ultrathin films. One 
rule of thumb, which is based largely on empirical observations, states that film properties can be 
measured independent of the substrate so long as the total indentation depth is less than 10% of the 
film thickness. For many films,vhis rule does not restrict the measurement; however, when films 
are in the range of 100 nm to 200 nm thick, experimental difficulties of making accurate 
measurements at indentation depths of 10 nm to 20 nm impose severe limitations. For systems 
where the indentation measurement is affected by the substrate properties, it may still be possible to 
determine the film properties if the substrate properties are known. Several experimental and 
theoretical treatments [7,9-121 consider the relationships between the film and substrate properties 
and the indentation property measurement. 

The present study examines the case of a hard film deposited on a soft substrate and the 
problems associated with measuring the properties of the film by nanoindentation methods. One 
important characteristic of making indentations in these systems is the tendency for the material 
around the indenter to sink-in. The displacements in the film are largely elastic, and when 
plasticity commences in the substrate, the substrate material beneath the indenter flows. The 
Sneddon solution [13], which forms the basis for the methods used in determining the contact 
depth and contact area from experimental data, does not account for the sink-in phenomenon. The 
result is that the Oliver-Pharr [3] method of determining the contact depth overestimates the 
effective contact depth and the actual contact area. The errors incurred in evaluating the contact 
area percolate through the analysis into the hardness and Young's modulus through the relations, 
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where H is the hardness, P, is the peak indentation load, A is the projected contact area, E is the 
Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio for the indented material, and S is the elastic contact 
stiffness. Therefore, when the contact area is overestimated, the hardness is underestimated by a 
factor of similar scale, and the Young's modulus is underestimated by a factor which scales as the 
square root of the error in contact area. 

I 

EXPERIMENTAL, 

The sysgm selected for these exploratory studies was Nip on soft annealed copper. This is 
a 'model' s y s d  in which the hardness of the film (7-8 GPa) and the hardness of the substrate 
(0.75 GPa) vary by roughly a factor of ten. An important consideration in selecting these materials 
was the similarity of their elastic properties, which minimizes Young's modulus mismatch as a 
possible factorzin4the interpretation of results. The Young's modulus of copper is about 129 GPa 
and that of th6fliP is about 160 GPa. 

High-purity (99.999%) copper disks 19 mnn in diameter and 10 mm in height were used as 
substrate materials. The samples were rough ground with silicon carbide paper to a 600 grit, 
achieving nearly parallel faces. A subsequent vacuum anneal at 350' for one hour resulted in a 
very soft copper with grains as large as 1 mm. The oxidized surface layer was then removed by 
light grinding using fine grit silicon carbide papers, and final polishing resulted in a near-mirror 
finish. An electroless NiP plating process (MacDmnid, Inc., Bay City, MI) was used to produce 
hard amorphous Nip films of two thicknesses, 700 nm and 10 pm, on the copper coupons. 

The Young's modulus and hardness of the NiP/Cu system were studied using a 
Nanoindenter II (Nan0 Instruments, Inc., Oak Ridge, TN) which is capable of accurately 
measuring both the indentation load and depth during an experiment. The experiments were 
performed to a range of peak loads with a Berkovich diamond tip, producing indentations which 
varied in total depth from 15 nm to approximately 2000 nm. Although these depths only penetrate 
a fraction of the 10 pm Nip film, penetrations in ttie 700 nm NiP film ranged from 5% to 300% of 
the film thickness. Thus, substrate-independent rnleasurements of the NiP were possible in the 10 
pm sample, while the 700 nm sample allowed for the study of the substrate influences on the 
measured properties. The Oliver-Pharr method was used to determine the contact depth and 
projected contact area at each indentation load from measurable quantities including the contact 
stiffness, S ,  the maximum load, P,, and the mraximum penetration depth, hma. The properties 
evaluated from the contact depth determined by the Oliver-Pharr method and Equations 1 and 2 will 
be defmed as Enan,, H,,,,, and A,,,. Subsequent imaging of the indentations by SEM and AFM 
revealed the actual contact area, Am, which was used with the measured stiffness and Equation 2 
to obtain a second measurement of the Young's modulus, Eacml, and hardness, HaCt,,. While the 
hardness measured from P,, and hcW is the true, hardness (by definition), the Young's modulus 
determined from the Sneddon relationship may or may not be correct. Differences observed in the 
modulus and hardness evaluated from the two diffixent area estimations are related to the manner in 
which the Oliver-Phm method determines contact areas from experimental load-displacement data. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To systematically study the NiP/Cu system, baseline data for the characteristic bulk 
properties of both the copper substrate and the thick NiP film were first determined. One copper 
disk was indented at various indentation loads ,ranging from 0.06 mN to 120 mN before NiP 
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Figure 1. Young's modulus and hardness of 700 nm and 10 pm NiP films evaluated using the 
Oliver-Pharr mqthod of determining contact depth. 

plating. Similkto other soft, work-hardenable materials, the copper exhibited an indentation size 
effect [14, 151, with the hardness ranging from 0.6 GPa at a depth of 2500 nm to 2.25 GPa at a 
depth of 23 nm. ,The indentation modulus for the copper varied between 120 GPa and 125 GPa 
across the rat$$ of indentation loads used, in good agreement with the Young's modulus of 
polycrystalline copper, 129 GPa [ 161. 

To measure the properties of Nip, the 10 pm Nip sample was indented using the same 
range of peak-load indentation experiments. By making indentations shallower than 1 pm, one 
should be able to make measurements of the NiP without significant influences of the copper 
substrate. Figure 1 summarizes the hardness, Hnmo, and Young's modulus, E,,,,, for the 10 pm 
Nip fifm derived from area measurements based on the Oliver-Pharr method. Except for small 
variations in the shallow indent range (c40 nm), it is interesting to note that at depths up to 2000 
nm, or 20% of the film thickness, both the hardness and Young's modulus appear to be constant, 
suggesting a negligible influence of the substrate. 

To confirm the measurements made by the Oliver-Phm method, the actual contact areas 
were measured by SEM imaging. Figure 2a presents an SEM micrograph of a hardness 
impression in the 10 p film made at a peak load of 120 mN. The relatively straight sides suggest 
that there is little pile-up or sink-in along the faces. However, the AFM height profde (Figure 2b) 

i 

Figure 2. SEM image of a 120 mN indentation in the 10 pm NiP film. The height profde was 
measured by AFM and was performed along the trace illustrated in the SEM photograph. 
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Figure 3. Loa4 displacement curves for 30 mN indentations in both the 700 nm and 10 pm NiP 
films. I. 

along the line ipdicated in the SEM photograph indicates that there is, in fact, some pile-up along 
the faces, bum6t at the comers. The pile-up increases the contact area slightly above what is 
predicted by the Oliver-Pharr method, resulting in an indentation modulus which is lower by 
approximately 3-596. Therefore, the real Young's modulus is probably closer to 155 GPa than 
160 G P a  

When the same indentation experiments are performed on the 700 nm Nip film, the 
measured properties are affected by the copper substrate at the larger indentation depths. In Figure 
3, load-displacement data for 30 mN indentations are presented for both the 700 nm and 10 pm 
films. Based on the previous discussion, the load-displacement behavior of the 10 pm fi should 
be representative of Nip. The load-displacement behavior of the 700 nm film behaves like NiP up 
to a contact depth of 200 nm, but at larger depths the 700 nm film is much more easily penetrated. 
The load and displacement where the transition appears is quite repeatable, appears on all of the 
load-displacement curves, and is independent of peak indentation load. We speculate that this 
transition point results from the commencement alf plastic flow in the copper substrate. 

The indentation moduli and hardnesses for the 700 nm NiP film are plotted along with the 
10 pm NiP data in Figure 1. In general, the properties behave in a reasonable and predictable 
manner. At shallow depths, Le., before the onset of plasticity in the copper at a depth of 200 nm, 
the indentation modulus and hardness tend towards the NiP properties measured in the 10 p Nip 
film. At depths greater than 2bO n m  both the indentation modulus and the hardness decrease 

Figure 4. SEM images of (a) 4 mN, (b) 30 mN and (c) 120 mN indentations in the 700 nm NiP 
film. 
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Figure 5. AFM image (a) of a 120 mN indentation in the 700 nm Nip film. The height profile (b) 
was measured by AFM along the trace i-i illustrated in (a). 

towards values representative of the copper bulk. Interestingly, however, at very Iarge contact 
depths the indewtion modulus falls below the Young's modulus of both the Nip and copper. The 
deepest indentadon made in the study (contact depth of 2000 nm) yielded an indentation modulus 
of 104 GPa, which is significantly lower than the Young's modulus of either the Nip (E155 
GPa) or copper (E=f29 GPa). 

The fa$that the indentation modulus falls below that of the copper substrate is related to 
sink-in phenomena. To demonstrate the importance of sink-in, Figure 4 presents SEM images of 
indentation impressions in the 700 nm film for peak loads of 4 mN, 30 mN, and 120 mN. At 
shallow depths, Le., prior to point of deviation in Figure 3, the impression is indistinguishable 
from impressions in the 10 pm film; that is, it is nearly triangular and exhibits limited pile-up or 
sink-in. For peak indentation loads greater than roughly 7 mN, though, plasticity presumably 
occurs in the substrate, resulting in sink-in. In contrast to the concave sides which bow out when 
there is pile-up, the convex sides associated with sink-in reduce the contact art=a as shown in 
Figure 4b and 4c. The AFM image in Figure 5a illustrates the manner in which the sides of the 
indentation sink-in for the 120 mN indentation. Since there is little pile-up or sink-in at the 
comers, the Oliver-Phm method predicts a contact area which, as determined from the SEM 
photographs, is =presented by the comer-to-comer area. However, the actual contact area is 
smaller than that predicted by Oliver-Pharr. The last points of contact (P, and P2) between the 
specimen and indenter can also be observed in Figure 5b where the 'lip' is noted by one of the 
arrows (P2). 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Young's modulus and hardness of the 700 nm film based on the actual 
contact area measured by imaging and that determined by the Oliver-Pharr method (nano). 
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An estimate of the true contact area for tlhe impressions in the 700 nm NiP film can be 

obtained from the images in Figure 4. This mx. can be used in Equations 1 and 2 to obtain a 
second measurement of the hardness and Young's modulus. In Figure 6, the Young's modulus 
and hardness evaluated with A,, are compared with the estimates, H , ,  and E-. Curiously, the 
Young's modulus, EXw, does not decrease. Although it is not clear what the measured Young's 
modulus should be at 2000 nm, it can be argued that it should be somewhere between the Nip 
value of 155 GPa and the copper value of 129 GPa. There are two possible explanations for the 
unexpected behavior. First, the assumption ha3 been made here that Sneddon's solution for 
indentation of an isutropic, homogeneous material applies to the filrdsubstrate problem. The 
complex nature of elastidplastic deformation in f'ilm/substrate systems may lead to violations of 
this assumption. The second possibility is that the contact area determined from the SEM 
photographs represents a lower bound on the true contact area. An AFM trace along the line 2-2 in 
Figure 5a reveals a high point along the center of the face indicated as the point P,. This implies 
that during unloading there may have been some elastic recovery along the faces. Therefore, 
contact areas from SEM photographs such as in Figure 4 may underestimate the actual contact area 
under load. 
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